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Healthcare PDA

Designed especially for 

healthcare, H100 is portable and 

strong in its solid and modern 

body. Functions include accurate 

barcode scanning, fingerprint 

recognition, NFC, 13MP autofocus 

camera, and pupil lamp.

Ultra-fast 4G LTE, dual-band WIFI, 

Android 6.0 OS, quad-core CPU, 

excellent barcode scanning, NFC, 

waterproof, dustproof and drop-

proof, you can expect C6000 a 

high performance in your industry.

5.2-inch HD display, efficient 

barcode scanning, accurate iris 

recognition, reliable NFC, 13MP 

autofocus camera, are all 

integrated into this slim and thin 

device. You will be impressed by 

its superb performance.

H100

Healthcare PDA

Healthcare PDA

C70

C6000

ABOUT�CHAINWAY

Founded in 2005, Shenzhen Chainway Information 

Technology Co., Ltd is a professional provider of products 

and solutions of mobile technologies (RFID, barcoding,  

biometrics, telematics). More than 4000 clients from over 

100 countries have experienced our products in logistics, 

transportation, healthcare, finance, retail, electric power, 

livestock, manufacturing and security, etc.

Through our 16 nationwide offices in China, one Indian 

subsidiary and an extensive partner network, we aim to 

provide high quality service to our clients.
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Healthcare PDA

H100
Designed especially for healthcare, Chainway 

H100 is an Android 6.0-based handheld PDA. The 

best-in-class Zebra barcode engine promises the 

best scanning result in medical environments; 

13MP camera and 5-inch display keeps and shows 

the most detailed healthcare records; quad-core 

processor, IP65 rating, and alcohol-resistant 

material make H100 rugged and fast to perform all 

kinds of healthcare tasks. The device also attracts 

attention for its flawless lines, aluminum uni-body, 

and ergonomic design. H100 is sure to make 

healthcare more intelligent.

The uni-body design with sleek metal edges, crafted body 
and curved shell makes this device a new classic. 1080P 5" 
display delights your eyes, and sits perfectly balanced in 
the palm of your hand. Modern, elegant and comfortable.

A comfort for the hand, a feast for the eye

With a 25° tilt angle of the scan sensor recommended by 
healthcare authorities, H100 enables healthcare providers 
to get the most accurate scanning result with the minimum 
effort of the wrist, scanning from bottled infusions in the 
hanger to patient ID wristbands at bedsides.

Protect patient, protect you

Android

CHAINWAY  PRODUCT

Best-in-class Zebra barcode imager scans it all - 
smudged, scratched or poorly printed barcodes 
of medications, samples, and patients’ 
wristbands – effortlessly.

Scan it all

H100 is NFC-enabled to read RFID wristband. 
High resolution 13MP camera takes high quality 
pictures of patients and medical process.

Collect multiple data in multiple ways

4G WIFI 1D

GPS

NFC

Camera

Fingerprint Bluetooth2D



Take every single need of yours into consideration

Integrate pupil lamp in the device, enabling nurses to 
handle everyday task with more ease.

Healthcare PDA
H100

Durable display

See�it,�touch�it,�hear�it,�take�itH100's curved metal cover is crafted from anodized 
aluminum like iPhone. Inside, nano molding 
technology integrates the aluminum magnesium 
alloy into flawless unibody, protecting the device 
from fragility. 

Bimetal compound casting

Support the do-not-disturb mode by replacing scan tone 
with light when in quiet ward.

Secure and convenient, unlock this device with the 
enhanced back fingerprint sensor.

Provide patients with the quietness they desire

Take the invisible pupil lamp with you

Fingerprint protects your data

Incredible 4G LTE and dual Wi-Fi brings the 
optimum connectivity. Integrated dual SIM support 
maximizes frequency roaming.

Stay connected anytime anywhere

Based on Android 6.0, H100 delivers familiar user 
experience as Android smart phones. With powerful 
Cortex-A53 quad-core 1.3GHz processor, users will 
enjoy more fluent and productive workflow.

Familiar user experience, 
unexpected speed and efficiency
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Remember it as reliable 
and rugged

I���65 sealing enables H100 to perfectly perform 

healthcare duties, from medication administration 
to blood verification and administration, and 
specimen collection. Born reliable, H100 stays 
reliable in all kinds of harsh chemical situations.

Alcohol-resistant material, allowing alcohol-based 
constant disinfection.

Stable performance, always

Bimetal body supports H100 to withstand 30 falls 
on all 6 faces from 1.5 meters to cemented 
ground. Born rugged, H100 stays rugged even if 
medical staff drop it during emergency care.

Drop proof to 1.5M

Material for daily disinfection
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The screen is tough and scratch-resistant, 
protecting the device from damage.

More color saturation on touch screen

Real-time staff communication

Prolong battery supports flash charging

5-inch FHD FTPS multi-touch screen shows bright 
colors and visuals.

Box boomsound, noise-canceling dual microphones, 
ideal for communicating in noisy environments.

One full charge will get H100 to work 8-10 hours, 
ideal for intensed  healthcare. Charging cradle is 
optional for anytime charging.

scan light pupil lamp
unlock 

with fingerprint



CHAINWAY C6000 brings you ultimate experience with its high performance and 

ergonomic design. Featuring Android 6.0 system and quad-core CPU, this rugged 

C6000 is equipped with industry-leading 1D/2D scan engine, secure NFC reading, 

8/13MP autofocus camera with flash, GPS, built-in PSAM, and powerful battery. 

Collected data is transmitted via ultrafast 4G network or dual-band Wi-Fi. C6000 has 

been chosen by users from logistics, healthcare, retail, warehousing, etc.

Integrated with Android 6.0 OS, C6000 delivers 
familiar user experience as Android smart phones. 
With quad-core processor, 1+8GB/2+16GB RAM+ROM, 
32GB TF card expansion, this easy-to-operate device 
realizes smooth multiple-tasks operations in 
healthcare.

Make healthcare faster and smoother

C6000 is highly rugged, compact and durable. With 
an IP65 water and dust proof capability, users can 
drop this device from 2 meters to the concrete, use it 
in dusty areas, even get it wet, and still expect 
reliable performance.

Water proof, dust proof, drop proof

4G cellular network, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi ensure that 
users always have the best network connection to 
transmit data and share information anywhere 
anytime. It will never delay healthcare process.

Uninterrupted wireless connectivity

Powerful 4000mAh battery provides at least 8 
hours of use for regular users. When you are not 
using your C6000, you can have an unprecedented 
200 hours' standby.

Long-lasting battery

C6000 can be integrated with best-in-class Zebra 
or Honeywell scanning engine to offer faster and 
more precise scanning result. To those stained or 
damaged barcodes, C6000 can read them with 
high speed and accuracy.

Advanced barcoding scanning

Healthcare PDA

C6000
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Android 4G WIFI1D GPSNFC Camera Bluetooth 2D



C6000 supports near-field communication. It reads 
S50 and S70 tags, which are common in 
healthcare.

Accurate NFC

8/13MP autofocus camera with flash records high-
quality photos and videos, even in dark or back-lit 
environment. Users can always capture moments 
they want to keep.

High-resolution camera

4-inch HD display shows everything you want to 
see. The highly sensitive capacitive touch screen 
makes operations more efficient.

4-inch sensitive HD display

Scratch-resistant plastic shell is practical in mobility 
applications. This pocket-sized C6000 is 
comfortable to grip. It allows singlehanded 
operations in healthcare.

Unique practical design

Healthcare PDA

C70

Weighing less than 242g, thin as 13.8mm, Chainway C70 brings you extraordinary light experience for confident 

healthcare. 13MP autofocus camera and 5.2-inch HD display create and demonstrate details as vivid as life. Multiple 

tasks run seamlessly on 2GB RAM and Android 6.0 system. Corning® Gorilla® Glass inlaid in flawless uni-body makes 

C70 solid and strong. Precise barcode scanning and NFC never miss your wanted medical data.

A solid frame with precision craftsmanship, a 
smooth and simplified form, a perfect 
combination of lightness and beauty. C70 
sits comfortably in your hand and brings 
intelligence to your work.

Thin, light, portable

The powerful Li-ion battery enables you to 
fulfill a whole day’s work without being 
interrupted by power off anymore. It helps 
you gain a higher efficiency in your 
business.

Long battery life

C70 can be configured with best-in-class 
Zebra/Honeywell 2D image engine. It 
decodes all kinds of 1D/2D barcodes with 
high accuracy and speed, even those 
stained or damaged barcodes.

Efficient barcode scanning

C70 is NFC-capable and can read RFID 
tags, which makes the device more flexible 
in healthcare mobility applications.

NFC communication
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Android 4G WIFI 1D

GPSNFC

Camera

 Bluetooth 2D



C70 has all: android 6.0 system, ultra-fast quad-core CPU, 

advanced barcode scanning, accurate NFC, high-resolution 

camera, GPS, various real-time communication options, and 

many more for you to explore. 

Healthcare PDA
C70
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Chainway C70 is a business-ready 
device with the latest Android 6.0 
system and industry-leading quad-
core CPU. You can handle multiple 
tasks smoothly without a worry on 
70S's considerable RAM.

Powerful application 
performance

C70 is your good companion, 
especially under healthcare 
environment. Certified IP67, this 
device is protected against water 
spills and dust. It also can survive 
multiple falls from 1.8m high.

Bold, free from damage

C70 provides a vision more true to 
life, even under direct sunlight, on its 
large 5.2” 1080P screen. A rugged 

Corning  Gorilla Glass capacitive ® ®
touch panel supports accurate touch 
gestures.

Large 5.2-inch 1080P display

Choose the most suitable wireless connectivity – ultra-fast 
4G, dual-band WiFi (2.4G+5G) and low-consumption 
Bluetooth – in your applications. You can always have a 
stable and fast communication.

Stay connected without interruption

13MP autofocus camera with flash records images/videos 
in healthcare process in high quality, even under back-lit or 
dark environments.

High-quality photos in your hand

CHAINWAY  PRODUCT
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Real-time communication (voice, text, image) allows 

rapid response times that save lives and improve 

results.

Healthcare PDA creates traceability and 

accountability for hospitals and transportation and 

processing companies.

An up to date database of the location of all tagged 

stock can be accessed from any local PC or 

Chainway healthcare PDA.

Using healthcare PDA for lab sample management 

prevents mistakes, increases accountability, and 

improves patient safety. 

Valuable equipment can be tracked for a financial 

accountability and located fast in an emergency.

The correct medical sample labeling and 

identification keeps patient safe and treatment 

effective.

Whether it is point of sale, drug verification, or 

inventory management, PDA improves productivity 

and accuracy.

Every blood bag is uniquely identified so that 

medical errors can be clamped down and patient 

safety can be enhanced. 

Quick access to the information medical staff need 

at the point of care ensures fast response to 

emergencies and decision making.

Clinicians track medications throughout the 

healthcare process using Chainway healthcare PDA.

Input vital signs in real time at bedside for anytime 

checking and further analysis. The pupil lamp in 

H100 is to measure patients' pupils.

Scan wristbands with H100/C6000/C70 to identify a 

patient and gain access to that patient's essential 

data.

Patient Admission Medication Administration

Vital Signs Collection Access Information

Blood Bag Management Pharmacy Management

Specimen Collection Laboratory Management

Medical Equipment Management Inventory Management

Medical Waste Management Real-time Communication

HEALTHCARE

APPLICATION


